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In decision theory under imprecise probabilities, discretizations are a crucial topic because
many applications involve inﬁnite sets whereas most procedures in the theory of imprecise
probabilities can only be calculated for ﬁnite sets so far. The present paper develops a
method for discretizing sample spaces in data-based decision theory under imprecise prob-
abilities. The proposed method turns an original decision problem into a discretized deci-
sion problem. It is shown that any solution of the discretized decision problem
approximately solves the original problem.
In doing so, it is pointed out that the commonly used method of natural extension can be
most instable. A way to avoid this instability is presented which is sufﬁcient for the pur-
pose of the paper.
 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation
Decision theory provides a formal framework which covers many potential areas of application including e.g. economics
or statistics. As a matter of fact, most statistical problems can be formulated as decision problems. This enables a more uni-
ﬁed treatment of statistical problems and has become an important area in statistics called statistical decision theory; cf. e.g.
[1–3].
If we are faced with a decision problem, we have to choose a decision and every decision t leads to a certain loss WhðtÞ
which depends on an unknown state of nature h 2 H. Most often, the decision can be made on base of an observation x 2 X.
This observation x is distributed according to some probability measure Ph which is known except for the unknown h. In a
statistical problem for example, ðPhÞh2H is a parametric model, x represents the data and a decision t might be an estimation
of the true h or the decision whether a hypothesis should be rejected or not. However, assuming a precisely known model
ðPhÞh2H which consists of probability measures is often unrealistic in real applications since the model ðPhÞh2H usually will
only imprecisely be known. This can be formulated by replacing ðPhÞh2H by an ‘‘imprecise model” ðPhÞh2H where Ph is a suit-
able generalization of a (precise) probability measure. Such generalizations have recently been developed among others, by
Walley [4] and Weichselberger [5]. Here, the probability of an event is no longer a precise number p 2 ½0;1 but an interval
½p; p  ½0;1. Concepts of imprecise probabilities have already been used in many decision theoretic investigations. For
example, a classical text in mathematical economics is [6]. General articles about decision making under imprecise
probabilities are [7,8].. All rights reserved.
2.
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decision theoretic purposes, [11,12]. However, these algorithms are based on linear programming and, therefore, can only
deal with ﬁnite sets. Since this is a severe restriction for applications, discretization is a crucial topic in the theory of impre-
cise probabilities which has recently been considered in Troffaes [13] and Obermeier and Augustin [14]. These two papers
consider decision theory which is not explicitly data-based and, accordingly, are concerned with discretizations of the set H
of all states of nature. For precise models and precise prior distributions, the often so-called ‘main theorem of Bayesian deci-
sion theory’ [2, p. 159] implies that a data-based decision problem may be solved by considering a corresponding data-free
decision problem which is generated by updating the precise prior distribution. However, according to [15], updating impre-
cise prior distributions, in general, leads to suboptimal results so that data-based decision theory can be seen as a matter of
its own in case of imprecise probabilities.
In data-based decision theory under imprecise probabilities, not only discretizing H but also discretizing the sample
space ðX;AÞ is an important issue – the more so as, e.g. in statistics, inﬁnite sample spaces are at least as common as ﬁnite
sample spaces. Therefore, it is the purpose of the present paper to develop a method for discretizing the sample space ðX;AÞ
which is justiﬁed by theoretical results and appropriate to applications.
The setup concerning data-based decision theory under imprecise probabilities is presented in the following subsection.
Here, imprecise probabilities are modeled via coherent upper previsions according to [4]. A recent survey of the theory of
coherent upper (or lower) previsions is [16]. In addition, it is assumed that a practitioner is only able to specify a ﬁnite num-
ber of upper previsions Ph½f1; Ph½f2; . . . ; Ph½fn for each h 2 H. Though this assumption is restrictive, it is very often fulﬁlled –
especially in real applications. In particular, this is true for expert systems since, there, it is a natural approach to ask some
experts about their prevision (or expectation) on some speciﬁc events, experiments, gambles, assets etc. and this can only be
done for a ﬁnite number of such objects. In doing so, the upper prevision has to be extended from a ﬁnite set of functions to
the whole sample space by the method of natural extension, which is quite common in the theory of imprecise probability
according to [4].
However, such an approach needs some care and a thoughtless application may lead to arbitrary results because natural
extensions are potentially most instable as shown in Section 2. Theorem 2.2 provides a guideline how to avoid such insta-
bilities. Though this result is certainly not fully satisfactory for all applications, it is appropriate at least for the applications
which the present paper focuses on. Section 3 is concerned with a special method for discretizing the sample space. After
specifying the assumptions and the model in Section 3.1, the proposed method for discretizing is presented in Section
3.2. In this way, the original decision problem is turned into a discretized decision problem. Next, it is proven in Section
3.3 that the original decision problem can approximately be solved by solving the discretized decision problem. Finally, Sec-
tion 4 discusses the applicability of the proposed method by means of the size of the discretized decision problem. Section 5
contains some concluding remarks.
1.2. Setup
Let ðX;AÞ be a measurable space, i.e. X is a set and A is a r-algebra on X. Let L1ðX;AÞ be the set of all bounded, A-
measurable functions f : X ! R and let baþ1ðX;AÞ denote the set of all ﬁnitely additive probability measures on ðX;AÞ. That
is, baþ1ðX;AÞ is the set of all set functions P : A! ½0;1 such that Pð;Þ ¼ 0, PðXÞ ¼ 1 andA1; . . . ;An 2A; Ai \ Aj ¼ ; 8i–j ) P
[n
i¼1
Ai
 !
¼
Xn
i¼1
PðAiÞFinitely additive probability measures are also called probability charges in Bhaskara Rao and Bhaskara Rao [17]. For
every f 2L1ðX;AÞ, integrals are deﬁned with respect to any P 2 baþ1ðX;AÞ – see e.g. [18, Section III] or [17, Section 4]. This
integral is denoted byP½f  :¼
Z
fdPIn this way, P represents a bounded linear operator on L1ðX;AÞ, which is called linear prevision in Walley [4].
Let ðPhÞh2H be an imprecise model on ðX;AÞ. That is, H is an index set and, for every h 2 H,Ph :L1ðX;AÞ#R; f#Ph½f 
is a coherent upper prevision according to [4, Section 2.5.1]. Based on behavioral interpretations, coherent upper previsions
have originally been deﬁned as inﬁmum selling prices in Walley [4]. Equivalently, coherent upper previsions can also be de-
ﬁned in the following way which corresponds to a sensitivity analysis interpretation (see [4, p. 53 and Section 3.3.3] and [19,
Section 2.3]): Ph is a coherent upper prevision on L1ðX;AÞ if and only if there is a set Vh  baþ1ðX;AÞ such that
supPh2VPh½f  ¼ Ph½f  for every f 2L1ðX;AÞ. For every h 2 H, the non-empty setMh ¼ Ph 2 baþ1 ðX;AÞ Ph½f  6 Ph½f  8f 2L1ðX;AÞ
 is called credal set of Ph. Of course, supPh2MhPh½f  ¼ Ph½f  then. In other words, Ph is the upper envelope of a class of linear
previsions.
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problem. Accordingly,L1ðD;DÞ denotes the set of all bounded,D-measurable functions h : D! R. An (A-measurable) deci-
sion function is a map d : X! D which is measurable with respect toA and D. The decision theoretic interpretation of such
a map is: in case of observing x 2 X, choose decision dðxÞ ¼ t 2 D. An (A-measurable) randomized decision function is anA-
measurable Markov kernels : XD! ½0;1; ðx;DÞ#sxðDÞ
That is, sx is a probability measure on ðD;DÞ for every x 2 X and the map x# sxðDÞ is an element of L1ðX;AÞ for
every D 2 D. The decision theoretic interpretation is as follows: in case of observing x 2 X, start an auxiliary random
experiment according to sx and choose that decision t 2 D which is the outcome of the auxiliary random experiment.
In this way, a decision is made ‘‘by coin tossing” where sx gives the probabilities with which decisions are selected. Note
that these probabilities are precise; this is justiﬁed because such auxiliary random experiments correspond to ideal game
situations.
The set of allA-measurable decision functions is denoted byTdðAÞ and the set of allA-measurable randomized decision
functions is denoted by T0ðAÞ. Since every decision function d deﬁnes a randomized decision functions : ðx;DÞ# sxðDÞ ¼
1 if dðxÞ 2 D
0 if dðxÞ R D

;TdðAÞ may be considered as a subset of T0ðAÞ.
The elements h of the index set H represent the possible states of nature. It is assumed that there is a true but unknown
state of nature h0 2 H. A loss function is a map W : HD! R, ðh; tÞ#WhðtÞ such that ðWhÞh2H L1ðD;DÞ. The real num-
ber WhðtÞ represents the loss which occurs if h is the true state of nature and t is our decision.
With respect to such a loss function and the imprecise model ðPhÞh2H, the (upper) risk function of a randomized decision
function s 2T0ðAÞ is denoted byR ðPhÞh2H; s;W
 
: H! R; h# R Ph; s;Wh
 where, for every h 2 H, R Ph; s;Wh
 
is deﬁned to beR Ph; s;Wh
  ¼ Ph s½Wh½  ¼ sup
Ph2Mh
Z
X
Z
D
WhðtÞsxðdtÞPhðdxÞThat is, the value of the risk function is the supremal expected losses of a (randomized) decision function depending on
the state of nature.
For an introduction to such decision theoretic concepts with precise probabilities, see [2]; For a more detailed description
of (data-based) decision theory under imprecise probabilities, see e.g. [20].
As already mentioned in Section 1.1, we restrict our considerations to coherent upper previsions which are natural exten-
sions of coherent upper previsions on ﬁnite sets.
That is, we assume that, for every h 2 H, there is a ﬁnite subsetKh L1ðX;AÞ such that the credal set of Ph is given by
Mh ¼ Ph 2 baþ1 ðX;AÞ Ph½f  6 Ph½f 8f 2Kh
  ð1Þ
On the one hand, these coherent upper previsions have particular importance in applications since often only a ﬁnite
number of upper previsions Ph½f  can be explicitly speciﬁed by practitioners. On the other hand, these models needs some
care since the method of natural extension can be most instable. Therefore, the following section takes a closer look on nat-
ural extensions in this model.2. Instability of natural extensions
According to Section 1.2, we are concerned with the following way of modeling: it is assumed that a practitioner is only
able to explicitly specify the coherent upper prevision on a ﬁnite subsetK L1ðX;AÞ so that we are faced with a coherent
upper previsionP :K! R; f # P½f 
It is one of the prime characteristics of the theory of imprecise probabilities that this – at least in theory – does not pro-
vide any problem because P can always coherently be extended to a coherent upper previsionP :L1ðX;AÞ ! R; f # P½f 
The credal set of the extended coherent upper prevision is given byM ¼ P 2 baþ1 ðX;AÞ P½f  6 P½f 8f 2K
 However, severe problems may arise in practical applications:
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correct precise probabilities. Of course, it is far more easy and realistic to determine upper and lower bounds for the prob-
abilities than to determine precise probabilities. However, it is also unrealistic to assume that practitioners can precisely
specify ‘‘correct” upper and lower bounds for the probabilities and, therefore, small changes in the upper and lower bounds
should only have small effects in the evaluation. This will usually be true but, unfortunately, this is not always true. Arbi-
trarily small changes in the upper and lower bounds can have arbitrarily large effects in the above model.
To demonstrate this, assume that there is another coherent upper prevision1 P½f P0 :K! R; f # P0½f 
and that there is some f0 2K such thatP½f  ¼ P0½f  8f 2K n ff0g and P½f   P0½f 
  6 e 2 ð0;1ÞThen, the worst case would be if the following was possible for the natural extensions – regardless how small e > 0 is:P½f  ¼ inf f but P0½f  ¼ sup f
for some (non-constant) f 2L1ðX;AÞ. The following simple example shows that this worst case, in fact, may happen:
Example 2.1. Take X ¼ ½0;1 and let A be the Borel-r-algebra of [0,1]. Deﬁne f0 : ½0;1 ! R, f0ðxÞ ¼ x 8x 2 ½0;1 and
K ¼ ff0g. Furthermore,P½f0 ¼ 0 and P0½f0 ¼ e
where 0 < e < 1. Then, the credal sets of the natural extensions are given byM ¼ P 2 baþ1 ðX;AÞ P½f0 ¼ 0j
 andM0 ¼ P0 2 baþ1 ðX;AÞ P0½f0 2 ½0; e
 It follows from 0 6 eI½e;1 6 f0 that P eI½e;1
 	 ¼ 0. Hence, P I½e;1 	 ¼ 0.
Let de be the Dirac measure in e. Then, de½f0 ¼ e implies de 2M0 and, together with I½e;1 6 1, this implies P0 I½e;1
 	 ¼ 1.
Summing up, we haveP I½e;1
 	 ¼ inf
x2½0;1
I½e;1ðxÞ but P0 I½e;1
 	 ¼ sup
x2½0;1
I½e;1ðxÞNote that the above example is not a pathological one: the sample space is a compact interval in R, the r-algebraA is the
Borel-r-algebra and the coherent upper prevision onK is a very easy one becauseK only consists of one element f0 and this
f0 is a linear function. However, the above example, indeed, is somehow special because we have P½f0 ¼ P½f0 and this is a
precise prevision which is not really what we want in imprecise probabilities. Nevertheless, the use of such imprecise prob-
abilities whereP½f  ¼ P½f  ð2Þ
at least for some (non-constant) functions f 2K is not unusual in applications of imprecise probabilities.
For applications, it would be desirable to have some guidelines which prevent practitioners from arbitrary results because
of an instable natural extension. The following theoremmakes a ﬁrst attempt in this direction. Though this is sufﬁcient with-
in the scope of the present article concerning discretizing, the theorem certainly does not succeed in giving a ﬁnal, satisfac-
tory answer. Hopefully, future research will provide some more insight into this important topic.
Theorem 2.2. LetK be any subset of L1ðX;AÞ and let
F :¼ f1; . . . ; fnf g K L1ðX;AÞbe a ﬁnite subset ofK.
Let P and P0 be coherent upper previsions onK such thatP½f  ¼ P0½f  8f 2K nF
and, for some real numbers 0 < ei < 1, i 2 f1; . . . ;ng,P½fi 6 P0½fi 6 P½fi þ ei P½fi  P½fi
  8i 2 f1; . . . ; ng ð3Þwhere P is the coherent lower prevision onK which corresponds to P. 1
Let P, P and P0 also denote the respective natural extensions of P, P and P0 on L1ðX;AÞ. Then, for  :¼ e1 þ . . .þ en:¼ infP2MP½f  8 f 2K where M is the credal set of P.
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That is, Theorem 2.2 investigates what may happen (or rather what cannot happen) if some values of a coherent upper
prevision P are made slightly larger. ‘‘Slightly” means: a small percentage of P½f   P½f . Therefore, P½f may not be changed if
P½f  ¼ P½f  so that the above example is excluded. So, Theorem 2.2 explains how to avoid instability of the natural extension
by avoiding such bottlenecks (2). Theorem 2.2 is a consequence of the following lemma, which is interesting on its own.
Lemma 2.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.2, letM be the credal set of P andM0 the credal set of P0. Then,M M0 and, for
every P0 2M0, there is a P 2M such thatP0½f  6 P½f  þ e sup f  P½f ð Þ 8f 2L1ðX;AÞ ð4Þ
andP½f   P0½f   6 e sup f  inf fð Þ 8f 2L1ðX;AÞ ð5Þ
Proof of Lemma 2.3: The assumptions immediately implyM M0 hence P0½f P P½f  8f 2L1ðX;AÞ ð6Þ
Fix any P0 2M0. For every i 2 f1; . . . ;ng, there is a Pi 2M such that P½fi ¼ Pi½fi; cf. [4, Section 3.6.2]. Deﬁne P00 :¼ P0 and
consider the following inductive deﬁnitions for i 2 f1; . . . ;ng:
– In case of P0i1½fi 6 P½fi (CASE 1), deﬁne ai ¼ 0.
– In case of P0i1½fi > P½fi (CASE 2), deﬁne.ai :¼ P
0
i1½fi  P½fi
P0i1½fi  Pi½fiThen, deﬁne P0i :¼ ð1 aiÞP0i1 þ aiPi.
Now, we want to show that (4) is fulﬁlled for P ¼ P0n. To this end, ﬁx any f 2L1ðX;AÞ. By induction, we prove in the
following that, for every i 2 f0; . . . ;ng,
P0i 2M0 ð7Þ
P0i½fj 6 P½fj 8j 2 f1; . . . ; ig ð8ÞandP0½f  6 P0i½f  þ
Xi
j¼1
ej  P0½f   P½f 
  ð9ÞObviously, (7)–(9) are fulﬁlled for i ¼ 0. Next, let (7)–(9) be fulﬁlled for i 1.
– CASE 1: In case of P0i1½fi 6 P½fi, we have Pi ¼ Pi1 and, therefore, it is easy to see that (7)–(9) are fulﬁlled.
– CASE 2: In case of P0i1½fi > P½fi, it follows fromP½fi ¼ Pi½fi 6 P½fi < P0i1½fi6
ð7Þ
P½fi þ i P½fi  P½fi
 that0 6 ai ¼ P
0
i1½fi  P½fi
P0i1½fi  Pi½fi
6 eiðP½fi  P½fiÞ
P½fi  P½fi
¼ ei ð10Þthen. In particular, ai 2 ½0;1. Next, the deﬁnition of P0i, (6) and the induction hypothesis immediately imply the validity of (7)
for i andP0i½fj 6 P½fj 8j 2 f1; . . . ; i 1g
Furthermore,P0i½fi ¼ ð1 aiÞP0i1½fi þ aiPi½fi ¼
P½fi  Pi½fi
P0i1½fi  Pi½fi
 P0i1½fi þ
P0i1½fi  P½fi
P0i1½fi  Pi½fi
 Pi½fi ¼ P½fiThat is, we have proven the validity of (7) and (8) for i so far. In order to prove (9), note that ð1 aiÞP0i1 þ aiPi ¼ P0i impliesP0i1½f  ¼ aiP0i1½f  þ P0i½f   aiPi½f 6
ð7Þ
P0i½f  þ ai P0½f   P½f 
 
6 P0i½f  þ ei P0½f   P½f 
 
1120 R. Hable / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 50 (2009) 1115–1128where the last inequality follows from (6) and (10). Together with the induction hypothesis, this impliesP0½f  6 P0i1½f  þ
Xi1
j¼1
ej  P0½f   P½f 
 
6 P0i½f  þ
Xi
j¼1
ej  P0½f   P½f 
 Hence, the inductive step is also proven for CASE 2 now. Summing up, we have proven by induction the validity of (7)–(9)
for every i 2 f1; . . . ;ng so far.
For i ¼ n, (7) and (8) imply P ¼ P0n 2 M and (4) follows from (9). Finally, (4) implies P0½f  6 P½f  þ e sup f  inf fð Þ and
P0½f  ¼ P0½f P P½f   e supðf Þ  infðf Þð Þ ¼ P½f   e sup f  inf fð Þfor every f 2L1ðX;AÞ. Hence, (5) follows. h
Proof of Theorem 2.2. This is an immediate consequence of assertion (4) of Lemma 2.3. h
Remark 2.4. Of course, Proposition 2.2 can be simpliﬁed to the weaker boundP½f  6 P0½f  6 P½f  þ e sup f  inf fð Þ 8f 2L1ðX;AÞ3. A method for discretizing sample spaces
3.1. Assumptions and modeling
According to the setup presented in Section 1.2, we have an imprecise model ðPhÞh2H on ðX;A). The proposed method for
discretizing the sample space ðX;AÞ needs the following three assumptions:
It is assumed that, for every h 2 H, there is a ﬁnite subsetKh L1ðX;AÞ such that the credal set of Ph is given byMh ¼ Ph 2 baþ1 ðX;AÞ Ph½f  6 Ph½f  8f 2Kh
  ð11ÞFurthermore, it is assumed thatK :¼
[
h2H
Kh is a finite set ð12ÞFinally, it is assumed, that, for every ﬁxed f 2K, there is a df > 0 such that
Ph½f   Ph½f P df for every h 2 H where Kh 3 f ð13ÞAssumption (11) is crucial and rather restrictive – nevertheless, such imprecise models are quite important for practical
applications. The index setH is not assumed to be ﬁnite here. Instead, the considerably weaker Assumption (12) is sufﬁcient.
Let Assumption (11) be fulﬁlled; then (12) is fulﬁlled ifH is ﬁnite but it is also fulﬁlled ifKh does not depend on h 2 H. IfH is
ﬁnite, then Assumption (13) coincides with the assumptionPh½f –Ph½f  8f 2Kh ð14Þ
Adding Assumption (14) is not restrictive at all since Example 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 tell us: Using models of form (11)
which violate (14) is dangerous because these models are potentially most instable. Therefore, those models which violate
(14) generally should be avoided anyway.
For practical applications, it is important that the validity of these assumptions can easily be checked: usually, the validity
of (11) and (12) directly results frommodeling: a practitioner speciﬁes concrete upper previsions for a ﬁnite number of func-
tions f 2L1ðX;AÞ in order to get coherent upper previsionsPh :Kh ! R; h 2 H ð15Þ
Next, these coherent upper previsions are extended onL1ðX;AÞ by the method of natural extension and this leads to an
imprecise model which fulﬁlls (11) and (12). If H is inﬁnite, then the inﬁnite number of upper previsions in (15) has been
speciﬁed by analytical arguments and, therefore, the validity of (13) has to be checked also by analytical arguments. If H is
ﬁnite, then the following procedure can be applied in order to check (13):
For every f0 2K, take a partition fB1; . . . ;Bkg of X, ﬁx any bj 2 Bj 8j 2 f1; . . . ; kg and deﬁnef :¼
Xk
j¼1
sup
xj2Bj
f ðxjÞ  IBj 8f 2KFor every h 2 H such thatKh 3 f0, solve the following linear program:f 0ðb1Þ; . . . ;f 0ðbkÞ
   p!max
p
ð16Þ
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   p 6 Ph½f  8f 2Khandp 2 Rk; pj P 0 8j 2 f1; . . . ; kg; p1 þ . . .þ pk ¼ 1
Every feasible solution p of this linear program represents a probability charge on the partition fB1; . . . ;Bkg and the set of
all feasible solutions corresponds to the credal set of a coherent upper prevision which approximates Ph.
If the optimal value lf0 ;h is not larger than Ph½f , start again with a ﬁner partition. If the optimal values lf0 ;h are larger than
Ph½f0 for every h 2 H such thatKh 3 f , deﬁne
df0 :¼min Ph½f0 þ lf0 ;h h 2 H :Kh 3 f0j
 
Assumption (11) is fulﬁlled, if this procedure ends up with positive numbers df , f 2K. This is a consequence of the following
proposition which states that Ph½f  þ lf ;h is a lower bound on Ph½f   Ph½f . Of course, the ﬁner partition fB1; . . . ;Blg is, the better
lower bound Ph½f  þ lf ;h usually is.
Proposition 3.1. For a ﬁxed f0 2K and a ﬁxed h 2 H, assume that the linear program (16) has an optimal value lf0 ;h. Then,Ph½f0 þ lf0 ;h 6 Ph½f0  Ph½f0Proof. TakecMh :¼ Ph 2 baþ1 ðX;AÞ Ph f 	 6 Ph½f  8f 2Kh 
The construction implies that the optimal value lf0 ;h in the linear program (16) is equal tolf0 ;h ¼ sup
Ph2bMh Ph f 0
 	
Note that f 6 f for every f 2Kh. Hence, cMh Mh and, therefore,lf0 ;h ¼ sup
Ph2bMh Ph f 0
 	 ¼  inf
Ph2bMh Ph f 0
 	
6 Ph f 0
 	
6 Ph½f0 3.2. Procedure
Recall the notation from the previous subsection and assume that ðPhÞh2H is an imprecise model on the sample space
ðX;AÞ such that (11)–(13) are fulﬁlled. Let f1; . . . ; fn be elements of L1ðX;AÞ such thatff1; . . . ; fng ¼K ¼
[
h2H
Khand deﬁne Ih :¼ i 2 f1; . . . ;ng fi 2Khjf g 8h 2 H. Proceed in the following way for any ﬁxed e 2 ð0;1Þ:
STEP 1: For every i 2 f1; . . . ;ng, take di ¼ dfi from (13) andei :¼ sup fi  inf fic  di  e where c :¼ suph2H
X
j2Ih
sup fj  inf fj
dj
ð17ÞNote that the validity ofX
j2f1;...;ng
sup fj  inf fj
dj
P cP
sup fi  inf fi
diensures 0 < ei 6 e < 1. There is an M 2 N such thatM  1 6 c
e
6 M ð18ÞFor every i 2 f1; . . . ;ng, deﬁnebðjÞi :¼ inf fi þ
j
M
ðsup fi  inf fiÞ 8j 2 0;1;2; . . . ;Mf gand Cð1Þi :¼ f1i bð0Þi ; bð1Þi
h i
 
andCðjÞi :¼ f1i bðj1Þi ; bðjÞi

 i
 
2A 8j 2 2; . . . ;Mf g ð19Þ
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XM
j¼1
bðjÞi ICðjÞ
i
and note that f i 6 si 6 fi þ eidi ð20ÞLet C be the smallest r-algebra which contains CðjÞi for every j 2 f1; . . . ;Mg and every i 2 f1; . . . ;ng. Since C is ﬁnite, there is a
ﬁnite partition C1; . . . ;Cr of X such that every element of C is the union of some elements of the partition C1; . . . ;Cr .
STEP 2: For every h 2 H, let Q h be the coherent upper prevision on L1ðX;CÞ which corresponds to the credal setNh ¼ Q h 2 baþ1ðX;CÞ Q h½si 6 Ph½fi þ eidi 8i 2 Ih
 Values of Q h can be calculated by linear programs. To this end, choose any xk 2 Ck for every k 2 f1; . . . ; rg . Then: For any
f 2L1ðX;CÞ, considerf ðx1Þ; . . . ; f ðxrÞð Þ  q!max
qwheresiðx1Þ; . . . ; siðxrÞð Þ  q 6 Ph½fi þ eidi 8i 2 Ih
andq 2 Rr ; qk P 0 8k 2 f1; . . . ; rg; q1 þ . . .þ qr ¼ 1
The optimal value of this linear program is equal to Q h½f .
STEP 3: Instead of the original imprecise model ðPhÞh2H on the (inﬁnite) sample space ðX;AÞ, consider the imprecise model
ðQ hÞh2H on the ﬁnite sample space ðX;CÞ and solve the corresponding decision problem.
The following notation is used:
Notation 3.2. Recall the setup presented in Section 1.2 where we have an index setH, a decision space ðD;DÞ, a loss function
W and an imprecise model ðPhÞh2H on a sample space ðX;AÞ. The task is to ﬁnd an A-measurable (randomized) decision
function s which minimizes the risk function R ðPhÞh2H; s;W
 
. This decision problem is called original decision problem.
Let the index set H, the decision space ðD;DÞ and the loss function W remain unchanged. But, now, let the imprecise
model be ðQ hÞh2H on the ﬁnite sample space ðX;CÞ where ðQhÞh2H and C are constructed by the above discretization
procedure. The task is to ﬁnd a C-measurable (randomized) decision function j which minimizes the risk function
R ðQhÞh2H;j;W

 
. This decision problem is called (e–)discretized decision problem.
Analogously to TdðAÞ and T0ðAÞ, the symbols T0ðCÞ and TdðCÞ denote the C-measurable (randomized) decision
functions, respectively.3.3. Correctness
In the present subsection, it is shown that a decision problem can be approximately solved by solving the corresponding
discretized decision problem. To this end, recall the setup presented in Section 1.2 and Notation 3.2. In particular, this means
that ðPhÞh2H is an imprecise model on the sample space ðX;AÞ and ðQ hÞh2H is the corresponding discretized model on the
discretized sample space ðX;CÞ according to Section 3.2. For every h 2 H, let Mh be the credal set of Ph,Nh be the credal
set of Q h on ðX;CÞ and Q 0h be the natural extension of Q h on L1ðX;AÞ with credal setN0h  baþ1ðX;AÞ.
The proof consists of two steps: ﬁrstly, it has to be shown that replacing ðPhÞh2H by ðQ 0hÞh2H only has small effects. Sec-
ondly, it has to be shown that, in case of model ðQ 0hÞh2H, reducing the (inﬁnite) sample space from ðX;AÞ to the (ﬁnite) sam-
ple space ðX;CÞ does not have any effect. This is illustrated in the following diagram:ðX;CÞ ðQ hÞh2H
" Lemma 3:4
ðX;AÞ ðPhÞh2H !
Lemma 3:3 ðQ 0hÞh2HLemma 3.3 states that the credal sets of Ph and Q 0h approximately coincide. This is a consequence of the results of Section 2
about stable natural extensions.
Lemma 3.3. Assume that the imprecise model ðPhÞh2H on ðX;AÞ fulﬁlls (11)–(13). Then, for every h 2 H :Mh Nh and, for every
Q 0h 2N0h, there is a Ph 2Mh such thatPh½f   Q 0h½f 
  6 e sup f  inf fð Þ 8f 2L1ðX;AÞ ð21ÞProof. Fix any h 2 H and recall the deﬁnitions from Section 3.2.
For every Ph 2Mh, the deﬁnition of si impliesPh½si 6 Ph fi þ eidi½  ¼ Ph½fi þ eidi 6 Ph½fi þ eidi 8i 2 Ih
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Ph½f  6 Q 0h½f  8f 2L1ðX;AÞ ð22ÞNext, consider the coherent upper prevision P0h on L1ðX;AÞ deﬁned by
P0h½f  ¼ sup P0h½f  P0h 2 baþ1 ðX;AÞÞ; P0h½fi 6 Q 0h½fi8i 2 Ih
 
for every f 2L1ðX;AÞ. Together with (22), we havePh½f  6 Q 0h½f  6 P0h½f  8f 2L1ðX;AÞ ð23Þ
andP0h½fi ¼ Q 0h½fi 8i 2 Ih ð24Þ
Then, it follows from the deﬁnition of di thatPh½fi 6
ð23Þ
P0h½fi ¼
ð24Þ
Q 0h½fi 6 Q 0h½si 6 Ph½fi þ eidi 6 Ph½fi þ ei Ph½fi  Ph½fi
  8i 2 IhLet M0h denote the credal set of P
0
h. The coherent upper prevision P
0
h is the natural extension of a corresponding coherent
upper prevision onKh and the deﬁnitions ensure
P
i2Ih ei 6 e. Therefore an application of Lemma 2.3 for Ph and P
0
h implies:
For every P0h 2M0h, there is a Ph 2Mh such that
Ph½f   P0h½f 
  6 e sup f  inf fð Þ 8f 2L1ðX;AÞ ð25ÞThis implies (21) sinceM0h N0h according to (23). h
Lemma 3.4. Take H ¼ 0 or H ¼ d. Then, for every s 2THðAÞ, there is a j 2THðCÞ such that R Q h;j;W

 
6 R Q 0h; s;W

 
for
every h 2 H.
Proof. Take any s 2THðAÞ. Let C1; . . . ;Cr 2 C be the partition of X deﬁned in STEP 1 of the discretization procedure in Sec-
tion 3.2. For every k 2 f1; . . . ; rg, choose any xk 2 Ck. For every x 2 X, let nðxÞ ¼ xk if x 2 Ck. This deﬁnes a C=A-measurable
map n : X! X, x# nðxÞ. Furthermore, deﬁneq : baþ1ðX;CÞ ! baþ1ðX;AÞ; Q#qðQÞ
where qðQÞ½f  ¼ Q f 	 n½  for every Q 2 baþ1ðX;CÞ and f 2L1ðX;AÞ. It is easy to see that this map is deﬁned well; in partic-
ular q is a generalized randomization in the sense of [19]. Since qðQ hÞ is an extension to a ﬁnitely additive probability mea-
sure on ðX;AÞ for every Q h 2Nh, it follows thatq Nhð Þ N0h ð26Þ
In addition, it is easy to see thatj : XD! ½0;1; ðx;DÞ# jxðDÞ ¼ snðxÞðDÞ
deﬁnes a C-measurable (randomized) decision function j 2THðCÞ. Next,sup
Qh2Nh
Z
X
Z
D
WhðtÞsnðxÞðdtÞQ hðdxÞ ¼ sup
Qh2Nh
Z
X
Z
D
WhðtÞsxðdtÞqðQ hÞðdxÞ 6
ð26Þ
sup
Q 0h2N0h
Z
X
Z
D
WhðtÞsxðdtÞQ 0hðdxÞimplies R Q h;j;W

 
6 R Q 0h; s;W

 
for every h 2 H. 
The theoretical properties of the discretization method with respect to risk functions are summarized in the following
theorem.
Theorem 3.5. Recall the setup presented in Section 1.2 and Notation 3.2. Assume that the imprecise model ðPhÞh2H on ðX;AÞ
fulﬁlls (11)–(13). Then:
(a) For every C-measurable randomized decision function j 2T0ðCÞ, the risk function with respect to the discretized decision
problem is approximately equal to the risk function with respect to the original decision problem – more precisely:R Ph;j;W
 
6 R Q h;j;W

 
6 R Ph;j;W
 þ eðsupWh  infWhÞfor every h 2 H. In particular, the risk function with respect to the discretized decision problem is an upper bound for the risk func-
tion with respect to the original decision problem.
(b) Take H ¼ 0 or H ¼ d. Then, for every s 2THðAÞ, there is a j 2THðCÞ such thatR Q h;j;W

 
6 R Ph; s;W
 þ eðupWh  infWhÞ 8h 2 H
Informally speaking, part (a) states that, for C-measurable (randomized) decision functions, it hardly matters if they are1124 R. Hable / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 50 (2009) 1115–1128applied in the original or in the discretized decision problem. And part (b) states that the bestA-measurable (randomized)
decision functions is hardly better than the best C-measurable one.
Proof
(a) An application of Lemma 3.3 yieldsPh½f  6 Q 0h½f  6 Ph½f  þ e sup f  inf fð Þ 8f 2L1ðX;AÞ ð27Þ
for every h 2 H and this implies part (a) according to the deﬁnition of the risk function.
(b) Take any s 2THðAÞ. Then, Lemma 3.4 implies existence of a j 2THðCÞ such thatR Q h;j;W

 
6 R Q 0h; s;W

 for every h 2 H. Next, it follows from (27) thatR Q 0h; s;W

 
6 R Ph; s;W
 þ eðsupWh  infWhÞfor every h 2 H. Together, this implies part (b). hOne of the most common optimality criterion for (randomized) decision functions is the so-called C-minimax criterion.
Corollary 3.6 states that, in case of this optimality criterion, the original decision problem may in fact be approximately
solved by the discretized decision problem. That is, an approximately optimal (randomized) decision function in the original
decision problem can be found by searching for an optimal (randomized) decision function in the discretized decision
problem.
In order to formulate this criterion, we need an (imprecise) prior distribution given by a coherent upper previsionP :L1ðH;2HÞ ! R;
and we assume thatsup jWj < 1 ð28Þ
LetP ¼ p 2 baþ1 H;2H

 
p½h 6 P½h 8h 2L1 H;2H
 n o
be the corresponding credal set where 2H denotes the power set of H. With respect to the prior P, the (upper) Bayes risk of
an A-measurable (randomized) decision function s in the original decision problem is deﬁned to beRP ðPhÞh2H; s;W
 
:¼ sup
p2P
Z
R Ph; s;W
 
pðdhÞAccordingly, the (upper) Bayes risk of a C-measurable (randomized) decision function j in the discretized decision problem
is deﬁned to beRP ðQ hÞh2H;j;W

 
:¼ sup
p2P
Z
R Q h;j;W

 
pðdhÞA (randomized) decision function is called C-minimax if it minimizes the respective upper Bayes risk over all (randomized)
decision functions.
Corollary 3.6. Recall the setup presented in Section 1.2 and Notation 3.2. Assume that the imprecise model ðPhÞh2H on ðX;AÞ
fulﬁlls (11)–(13) and assume that the loss function fulﬁlls (28). TakeH ¼ 0 orH ¼ d. Let ~j 2THðCÞminimize the upper Bayes risk
in the discretized decision problem, i.e.RP ðQ hÞh2H; ~j;W

 
¼ inf
j2THðCÞ
RP ðQ hÞh2H;j;W

 Then, ~j 2THðAÞ and ~j approximately minimizes the upper Bayes risk in the original decision problem, i.e.RP ðPhÞh2H; ~j;W
 
6 inf
s2THðAÞ
RP ðPhÞh2H; s;W
 þ eðsupW  infWÞProof. Take any s^ 2THðAÞ. Then, according to Theorem 3.5b), there is some j^ 2THðCÞ such that
R Q h; j^;W

 
6 R Ph; s^;W
 þ eðsupWh  infWhÞ 8h 2 HHence, the deﬁnition of the upper Bayes risk impliesRP ðQ hÞh2H; j^;W

 
6 RP ðPhÞh2H; s^;W
 þ eðsupW  infWÞ ð29Þ
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6 RP ðQ hÞh2H; ~j;W

 
ð30ÞAssertions (29) and (30) and optimality of ~j (in the discretized decision problem) implyRP ðPhÞh2H; ~j;W
 
6 RP ðPhÞh2H; s^;W
 þ eðsupW  infWÞThis is true for every s^ 2THðCÞ and, therefore, the validity of Corollary 3.6 is assured. h
Though [13] is concerned with discretizing H, the setup of the present section is closely related to the setup in Troffaes
[13]. In the above described discretization method, the discrete sample space ðX;CÞ is generated by some simple functions s
where every simple function s corresponds to some f 2K such thatsup
x2X
jf ðxÞ  sðxÞj ¼ max
A2A
sup
x2A
jf ðxÞ  sðxÞj 6 eðsup f  inf f ÞThis is denoted byf 
e s
in Troffaes [13, Section 3]. Furthermore, ðQ hÞh2H is an imprecise model on ðX;CÞ where ðNhÞh2H is the corresponding family
of credal sets on ðX;CÞ. It follows from Lemma 3.3 thatinf
Ph2Mh
kQh  Phk 6 2e 8Q h 2Nhandinf
Qh2Nh
kPh  Q hk 6 2e 8Ph 2Mhfor every h 2 H. This is denoted by
Mh 
2eNhin Troffaes [13, Section 3]. Here, k  k denotes the total variation norm in baþ1ðX;CÞ; see [18, p. 240].
Furthermore, adopting the terminology from Troffaes [13, Section 4], Corollary 3.6 may be reformulated in the following
way:
Every (randomized) decision function on ðX;CÞ which is optimal in the e-discretized decision problem is e-optimal in the
original decision problem.
Accordingly, Corollary 3.6 corresponds to [13, Theorem 6]. However, Corollary 3.6 is concerned with discretizing the sam-
ple space ðX;AÞ whereas [13, Theorem 6] is concerned with discretizing H.
4. Applicability
The above presented discretization method can be applied step by step. In particular, every value which has to be calcu-
lated can in principle be calculated by linear programming. However, rigid applications may in general be handicapped – or
even made impossible – because of exceedingly high computational costs. This is again similar to the results in Troffaes [13]
and wemay derive upper bounds for the size of the discretized sample space which generally holds but which are, in general,
much too large in order to be of any practical value.
As already stated in Section 3.2, there is a ﬁnite partition fC1; . . . ;Crg of C such that every element of C is the union of
some elements of the partition fC1; . . . ;Crg. The size of this partition – i.e. the number r 2 N – precisely corresponds to
the size of the discretized sample space: r is the number of possible (discrete) observations after discretizing.
According to the deﬁnition of C, the partition fC1; . . . ;Crg is the coarsest partition which is ﬁner than every partition
fCð1Þi ; . . . ;CðMÞi g; i 2 f1; . . . ;ngwhere CðjÞi is deﬁned in (19) for every i 2 f1; . . . ;ng and j 2 f1; . . . ;Mg. Therefore, an upper bound on r is given byr 6 Mn 6 1þ 1
e
 sup
h2H
X
j2Ih
sup fj  inf fj
dj
 !n
ð31Þwhere the last inequality follows from (17) and (18). This number is extremely large – even if H is a small set and, for every
h 2 H,Kh only contains a few elements. For example, let H contain 10 elements, and, for every h 2 H let eachKh also con-
tain 10 elements such thatKh1 ; . . . ;Kh10 are pairwise disjoint. Therefore, we have n ¼ 100. Furthermore, assume for simplic-
ity thatPh½f   Ph½f  ¼ 0:1  ðsup f  inf f Þ 8f 2Kh 8h 2 H
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0:1
 10  1
0:1
 100
> 10300However, this number usually decreases immensely: it is unrealistic to assume that Kh1 ; . . . ;Kh10 are pairwise disjoint in
applications. In most applications,Kh will not depend on h so that we haveK ¼Kh 8h 2 H
In this case, n does not increase with the number of elements ofH and we would get n ¼ 10 in the above example. This leads
to the number1þ 1
0:1
 10  1
0:1
 10
 1030which still is a great deal too large. However, (31) only is a very crude upper bound which does not assume any additional
properties of the functions f 2K. Such assumptions may drastically decrease the bound as can be seen by Proposition 4.1.
Proposition 4.1. Let X be an interval in R and assume that every f 2K fulﬁlls one of the following properties:
(a) f is the indicator function of a set A 2A which is the union of no more than
1
e
 sup
h2H
X
j2Ih
sup fj  inf fj
djintervals.
(b) f is convex.
(c) f is concave.
Let fC1; . . . ;Crg be the partition from Section 3.2. Then,r 6 2n  1þ 1
e
 sup
h2H
X
j2Ih
sup fj  inf fj
dj
 !
 n ð32ÞRoughly speaking, property (a) means that f is the indicator function of a set A 2A which is not too complicated.
Proof. Recall thatK ¼ ff1; . . . ; fng and recall that fCð1Þi ; . . . ;C
ðMÞ
i g is the partition deﬁned by (19) for every i 2 f1; . . . ;ng.
Firstly, it is shown for every i 2 f1; . . . ;ng that there is another partition fBð1Þi ; . . . ;B
ð2MÞ
i g of X such that
– BðjÞi is an interval in R for every j 2 f1; . . . ;2Mg and
– fCð1Þi ; . . . ;CðMÞi g is contained in the smallest r-algebra generated by fBð1Þi ; . . . ;Bð2MÞi g.
For any i 2 f1; . . . ; ng such that fi fulﬁlls (a), this follows immediately from (18). Now, take any i 2 f1; . . . ;ng such that fi
fulﬁlls (b). Then, the deﬁnition of CðjÞi and convexity of fi implies that C
ðjÞ
i is the union of two intervals B
ðjÞ
i and B
ð2jÞ
i for every
j 2 f1; . . . ;Mg. The same is true in case of (c).
Next, note that the number of elements of each partition fBð1Þi ; . . . ;B
ð2MÞ
i g is bounded by2M 6 2  1þ 1
e
 sup
h2H
X
j2Ih
sup fj  inf fj
dj
 !Finally, Proposition 4.1 follows from the following simple fact: Let Dð1Þ1 ; . . . ;D
ðm1Þ
1 and D
ð1Þ
2 ; . . . ;D
ðm2Þ
2 be two partitions of an
interval in R such that every DðjÞi is an interval. Let l
ðjÞ
i be the corresponding left endpoints of these intervals. Without loss
of generality, assume that lð1Þi 6 l
ð2Þ
i 6 . . . 6 l
ðmiÞ
i . Then, there is a common reﬁnement D1; . . . ;Dr0 (consisting of intervals again)
such that, for every k 2 f1; . . . ; r0g, the left endpoint of Dk is an element of flð1Þ1 ; . . . ; lðm1Þ1 ; lð1Þ2 ; . . . ; lðm2Þ2 g. Since lð1Þ1 ¼ lð1Þ2 , this im-
plies the following bound on the size of the common reﬁnement: r0 6 m1 þm2  1. h
In the situation of the above example with n ¼ 10, this leads to the upper bound2  10  1þ 1
0:1
 10  1
0:1
 
 10  2  104which is a more reasonable size than the above ones. In particular, bound (32) has the remarkable property that it increases
only linearly(!) in n, the number of functions. On the one hand, Proposition 4.1 itself covers many situations in real appli-
cations. On the other hand, it demonstrates, that applying the presented discretization procedure will often lead to a reason-
able size r of the discretized sample space.
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others and relates to the results of Section 2. In the presented discretization method, an imprecise model ðQ hÞh2H is con-
structed such that2 For
problem
numberPh½fi 6 Q h½fi 6 Ph½fi þ ec ðsup fi  inf fiÞ 8i 2 f1; . . . ; ng ð33ÞHowever, c can be large and then, it will not be possible in most applications to specify the ‘‘correct” coherent upper previ-
sion in such a great precision that ec ðsup fi  inf fiÞ becomes meaningful in (33). Therefore, it may be justiﬁed to relax (33) toPh½fi 6 Q h½fi 6 Ph½fi þ eðsup fi  inf fiÞ 8i 2 f1; . . . ;ng ð34Þ
This means, that M is not chosen in order to fulﬁll (18) in the discretization method. Instead, M has to be chosen so thatM  1 < 1
e
6 MThen, analog to (32), an upper bound on the size r would be2  n  1þ 1
e
 
 n ð35Þand the above example would lead to2  10  1þ 1
0:1
 
 10 ¼ 210This is a reasonable size with which computations should be tractable. Note that bound (35) does not depend on the size ofH
and only depends linearly on the number of elements inK. Therefore, also larger problem than the above example should be
tractable.
Such an alternative approach is often justiﬁed the more so as a large c indicates that the imprecise model ðPhÞh2H is in
danger of being instable – cf. Section 2. Then, relaxing (33) to (34) corresponds to a more conservative approach. If this
has a large effect on the results, this means that small changes of Ph½f0, f0 2Kh, have large effects on Ph½f  for some
f RKh. In this unstable case, it seems to be a good idea to be more conservative because this may save from arbitrary results.
However, note that, by doing this, e-optimality is not guaranteed anymore according to the results in Section 3.3.
5. Conclusions
The present paper is concerned with discretizing sample spaces in data-based decision theory under imprecise probabil-
ities. In particular, a method of discretizing is presented which can be executed step by step in real applications. In this way,
the original decision problem is turned into a discretized decision problem which is accessible by linear programming. It is
proven that a solution of the discretized problem approximately solves the original decision problem. Furthermore, it is
shown that the discretized sample space keeps reasonably small in many applications.
Since algorithms which can deal with ﬁnite sets are already available, the results of the paper makes it possible to apply
these algorithms also in case of inﬁnite sets. This is, for example, possible in case of statistical hypothesis testing where [21]
provides algorithms for calculating optimal tests under imprecise probabilities under the assumption that the sample space
is ﬁnite. Now, these algorithms can, in principle, also be used in applications where the original sample space is inﬁnite.
However, this application also points out the limitation of the proposed method of discretizing: in mathematical statistics,
the data x1; . . . ; xn are usually treated as one single data point x ¼ ðx1; . . . ; xnÞ by going over to product spaces. Though this is
also possible in case of imprecise probabilities, large numbers of observations will lead to problems: Firstly, it is not clear in
how far going over to product probabilities complies with Assumption (11). Secondly, the size of discrete problems (and,
therefore, also the size of discretized problems) usually drastically increases with the number of observations. 2
The present paper also points out that natural extensions are potentially most instable so that natural extensions are in
danger of providing arbitrary results in applications. Due to the popularity of natural extensions in imprecise probabilities,
this is an important topic which should attract more attention. In particular, it would be desirable to develop guidelines
which safeguard from these instabilities. Theorem 2.2 is a ﬁrst attempt into this direction which, at least, applies for the pre-
sented discretizing method.
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1128 R. Hable / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 50 (2009) 1115–1128reviewers for helpful comments; in particular, a conjecture of one reviewer has led to an improvement of bound (32) in
Proposition 4.1.
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